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BY MELVIN L. SEVERY, BOSTON, MASS., 

Member of the Institute. 

It is with a feeling of especial gratification that I am able 
to bring before an institution so imbued with the spirit of its 
founder, a matter  which, were he here to-night, could hardly 
fail to interest him, so intimately does it seem to bear upon an 
industrial art which touched him very closely. As his repre- 
sentatives, I take great pleasure in describing to you a new 
method of printing, known as "The Severy impression Pro- 
cess." 

tlistorically speaking, it is but yesterday that the Leibnitz 
theory of innate ideas enjoyed widespread credence. To-day, 
happily, we have mostly outgrown this hypothesis, but we find 
something akin to it still surviving in the popular, and I regret 
to say, legal, view of the genesis of inventions. \Ve are told 
about the relation of invention .to in tui t ion--how a new inven- 
tive idea is, as it were, a detached flash of genius withont trace- 
able origin, and other vague metaphysical means are brought 
to bear upon us in the attempt to convince us that invention 
bears no especial relation to logic or the reasoning faculties. 
This view o,f the matter seems to be ab(,ut worthy to rank 
with the Platonic hypothesis of an archetypal world which has 
for so many centuries stifled genius in academic art. In briefly 
explaining the evolutio11 of the printing process in question, [ 
shall also be putt ing before you what I regard as the ahnost 
invariable method which invention pursues. 

I had invented a biological game to be played with cards, 
each of which had a cut of an animal and descriptive matter. 
This game was placed in the hands of a Boston printer to pub- 
lish, and when I came to correct the proof I was repeatedly 
asked to wait, for the reason, as I was told, that there had 
been difficulty in "bringing the form up." This phrase did 
not convey to my lay mind any definite idea, and on one occa- 
sion, when I was to ld  that the delay was caused by inability to 
"make it ready," I asked, in despair: "What  (1o you mean by 
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'make it ready? . . . . .  Come out and see," was the laconic reply, 
and I was led into the press-room. I found there imperfectly 
printed portions of my game, with map-like marks in blue 
pencil, and upon these cards men were diligently pasting tissue 
paper, which they cut to form very carefully with a knife. This, 
1 was told, was "make-ready," and it was nay first acquaintance 
with the term. It was explained to me that every plate or 
type-form was uneven, some portions being higher than 
others, and this pasting on of paper was for the purpose of 
opposing on the tympan sheet (which is to say, under the sheet 
of paper to be printed upon) a valley to every mountain in the 
type-form or plate, and v i c e  v e r s a .  I learned later upon inquiry 
that this "make-ready," as it was called, represented upon the 
average re,ore than 5o per cent. of the total cost of press-work. 
It was an entirely novel experience to me, and I remarked to 
the printer then and there that there ought  to be a better way 
of doing that, and I believed I could discover one. He replied 
that he would rather have a substitute for make-ready than 
any printing business in the world, but that efforts had been 
for many years made in that direction only to fail in every 
case. 

Thus stimulated, I set to work. The first thought  that 
occurred to me after some weeks of stud), was along the line 
of a pneumatic, or, still better, a hydrostatic cushion of peculiar 
construction. This, I reasoned, would give an equality of 
pressure all over a plate or form, and this pressure could be 
regulated to a nicety by a specially devised diaphragm and 
adjustable spring. Several hundreds of dollars were spent 
upon devices of this character, which were put upon a job 
press and tried. The result of these tests was the justification 
of the theory of equality of pressure, but the introduction of 
another factor not counted upon. It was found that when a 
portion of the plate was pressed into the cushion, the result 
was that the cushion, 1)y the displacement of its contents, was 
forced down into all the unsupported or low places of the 
form; in short, that the printing of type had a tendency to 
force the diaphragm down between the type in a wax- to print 
in some cases the quads and furniture. 
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T h e r e  seemed to  be but  one way of p r ev en t i n g  this, and 
that  was by using furni ture  and quads as h igh as the type,  and 
p reven t ing  their  p r in t ing  by keep ing  the ink off of them by 
what is technical ly  known  as a "fr isket ,"  which is a sheet of 
paper  which comes  over  the form just  before  the ink rollers 
pass over  it and which is cut  away over  such por t ions  of the 
form as are to be inked and printed.  T h e  necessi ty of such a 
"frisket" presen ted  in the mind of the pr in te r  who was assist- 
ing in the  pe r fo rmance  of the expe r imen t s  a ve ry  grea t  o b- 
slacle to  the success of the process,  so much  so that  he laid 
the ma t t e r  before  the head of a pr inters '  supply house.  This  
gen t leman  said, in effect: "I f  you  can do away with make-  
ready, don ' t  be afraid of e i ther  type-h igh  furnitm-e or  the 
necessi ty of a frisket, for  such is the t rouble  and expense  of 
make- ready  that  pr inters  will gladly accept  y o u r  process  in 
spite of such drawbacks ."  This  was reassuring,  but  it did not  
tell us how we were to use a frisket for  the middle of a total ly 
inclosed area, as, for  example ,  a co lumn of m a t t e r  with a rule 
a round it. W h a t  mechanic ian  is there  who  has not  at some 
time or o the r  had a similar desire  to  connec t  one  par t  of a 
machine with a no the r  across a line cut  by a m o v i n g  por t ion  
of his mechanism? Clearly the frisket in such cases, and they  
were very  numerous ,  had to  be abandoned ,  and it was, there-  
fore, apparen t  that  the pneumat ic  or  hydros ta t ic  cushion was not  
a sat isfactory subst i tu te  for  make- ready .  I t  fulfilled its p rom-  
ise of equal  pressure,  but  in doi~g what  was expec t ed  of it at 
one por t ion  of its area, it was made  to  do so m e th in g  else at 
another por t ion ,  which was not  at all desired. 

A grea t  scientist  has said that  one  often learns more  f rom 
the e xpe r ime n t  which fails than  f rom the one  which succeeds, 
and this was to some ex t en t  t rue  in this case. I learned f rom 
this failure the requisites of p rope r  pr int ing,  viz.: equal pres- 
sure per  unit  of area, which I app rox ima te ly  go t  in the hydro-  
static cushion,  and independency of action, which I conspicuous ly  
did not get,  and the failure in the a t t a inment  of which rendered  
the results unsat isfactory.  

H o w  then  to  ge t  this i ndependency  of action.  Th a t  was 
the des idera tum,  and was arri'ved at by the fol lowing reason- 
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ing. If I thought  I could get columns of molectiles which 
would be obliging enough to yield longitudinally without 
affecting their juxtaposed neighbors, I should have what I 
want. Fluids could be made to yield readily, but not inde- 
pendently. If I couldn't  get cake, I reasoned, I must take 
smelts, and as molecules wouldn't  oblige me as I could have 
wished, I thought  that pins with a spiral spring around each of 
them and capable of reciprocating in a backing would be the 
nearest approach to what was wanted. A second's considera- 
tion of this showed that it would be too coarse in arrange- 
ment, and too expensive in construction to meet the demands. 
The springs would be in the way and prevent the pins from 
being put close enough together. 

The next step of reaso.ning was to discard the springs, 
make the pins themselves springs and set them closely to- 
gether in a backing. The invention was beginning to crystallize. 
I had a bristle brush made of special design and did very cred- 
itable work with it. One very gratifying thing was sure, it was 
entirely independent in action in its various areas, for no one 
bristle had any possible means of knowing what another one 
was doing. Then arose the question of durability and a minor 
question of the uncertainty of the direction in which straight 
bristles would bend when pressed endwise. These questions 
were met by substituting for the bristle a tempered steel wire 
ov the one hand, and upon the other giving to this wire a very 
slight curve to determine the direction of its flexure when 
pressed. All this was not arrived at in the time it takes to 
tell it. Much experimentation was necessary to determine the 
exact bend of the wire, the angle, the number of wires to the 
square inch, the size and temper of the same. Machinery had 
to be imported from England, taken down and altered over 
to weave this fabric, and other machines had to be devised to 
test it for wear and for its resistance to pressure. It should 
not for a moment be thought  that this fabric, or any particular 
fabric, was the cardinal point of the invention, for such is not 
the case. It is the multiplicity of independently yielding points, 
ho~vez,er arrallgcd or of ~chatsoe~'er .material constructed, that is 
the real essence of the invention. Tapering bristles, whether 
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of rztbber, l~bre o1" hair, wire po&ts, howsoever arranged; in fact, 
all things having many independently yieldiug points, come 
easily within the scope of the invention. Each point of this 
fabric, and as at present constructed there are from 7oo to 9oo 
in each square inch, may be likened to a separate, automati- 
cally adjustable little platen, bent upon finding a portion of the 
plate, whether it be high or low, and pressing it with a definite 
pressure. 

This brings us to a peculiarity of the fabric as at present 
constructed, which might easily be overlooked. It is this: 
The wires are slightly bent so that they may not "bunch" when 
they are flexed, and this bend is made very slight, so that each 
wire may give its greatest resistance when first pressed. In 
this way it will be seen that increased depression into the 
fabric does ~ot give increased impression, or to put it another 
way, the high portion of the plate which touches the fabric 
first and is pressed farthest into it. does not encounter from 
the wires any greater resistance than the lower portions, for 
the reason that each wire gives its greatest resistance when 
l~rst pressed, and then merely gets out of the way to allow the 
low places to come up. This fact is of the greatest moment 
in half-tone work, where a variety of pressures so mar the 
intended result that the plate is entirely at the mercy of the 
printer. 

In the process under consideration this is not so, the indi- 
viduality of the printer being entirely eliminated in all except 
the matter of inking, and the personality of the original artist 
mechanically recorded upon the paper as it is upon the half- 
tone plate. A few words will make this point clear: A half- 
tone plate is made by photographing an object through a 
screen, with the result that the light is diffracted in a way to 
leave the plate when etched composed of (tots equidistant 
upon centers, but of every conceivable size, from a pin-point- 
area to large dots, practically coalescing with their neighbors 
to form a continuous solid. There is nothing else in the pic- 
ture but these dots, and it will readily be seen, therefore, that 
justness of gradation of light and shade depends absolutely 
upon reproducing each of these dots of just the si~e intended. 
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The moment  a sheet of tissue make-ready is placed over a 
section of a picture, the tendency is to give that part more 
pressure than other parts, and its dots are driven somewhat  
into the coated paper, and are materially enlarged, thus de- 
stroying all relativity of values intended by the original artist. 
It is in this way that a Bouguereau  finds modeling in half- 
tone reproductions of his work taken from the originals which 
makes his artistic soul mutter  anathemas deep, if not loud. 
Where  is the subtlety of his carnations? Where  the wonderful 
delicacy of his fugitive tones? Where  the shimmering texture 
of breathing flesh? Where  the marvelous consistency of his 
lighting that makes all parts of his work hang together  like a 
strit~g of pearls? It is gone, and there is little left but  brutality, 
woodenness, false gradations, bad anatomy and a general pot- 
pourri of light and shade; and all this is brought  about  by 
nothing more nor les~ than altering, by variety of pressure, the 
sizes of these little insignificant dots. I do not mean to say 
that the results are always as bad as this, but  when they are 
not it is due either to accident, or to the fact that the man 
who makes the cut ready is himself sufficiently versed in art 
and anatomy to know what is wanted. 

Printers are wont to take the attitude that they are them- 
selves the artists, and the real makers o.f the Cut, but  this 
hardly makes their position less deplorable, since what the 
public wants is the personality of the artist who creates the 
original. The business of the printer should be to suppress his 
personality and publish that of the artist, and this would not 
of necessity be accomplished were he always, what he almost 
never is, a great artist himself. How,  think you, would Mun- 
kacsy relish having his work made ready by a Fuller who 
would insist that every one of his brilliant, firm tones should 
be viewed as through a mist? Set Corot to making ready 
Dor6, and what would be the result? 

The process we are considering mechanically justifies the 
plate, the plate mechanically justifies the picture from which 
it was photographed,  and the artist's personality reaches the 
public pure and undefiled. The printer making ready by the 
old process is not to be blamed for all the shortcomings inher- 
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ing in the results. The chances are a hundred to one that he 
has never seen the original. Everything must be done empiri- 
cally. Having decided in his own judgment  how light the cheek 
of a figure should be, he has not in the least determined the 
degree of light that should be given to an arm. Every feature 
of a picture is separately at his mercy, and even if his taste be 
perfect, the mechanical difficulty of correlating all the features 
into just relations with each other is, to say the least, very 
considerable. By the new process the pressman finds a por- 
tion of the plate which has been burnished, and he knows that 
this part is to be printed in full color. He adjusts his ink and 
his pressure so as to get the color full on this one portion, and 
then every other portion must be right, even without the trouble 
of his looking at it, since the new process, with its equality of 
pressure, never meddles with gradations of tone. In short, 
it prints every dot in a half-tone of the exact size intended, 
never pressing the plate hard enough to drive the dots into the 
paper and so enlarge their impression. 

What  has been said about the justification of gradations in 
half-tones is, of course, equally true in type and all other 
grades of work. If the inking be properly done, the new fabric 
is sure to print type with that evenness of color which is by the 
old process so difficult to get. 

Another very radical departure of the new process is in the 
matter of wear of type and plates. As at present constrncted, 
presses are capable of rock-crusher pressure. The press upon 
which this fabric is shown has at its side-arms a crushing 
strength of over I5o tons, and its maker says he will warrant 
it to work steadily with 45 tons pressure inside the chase. Let 
us consider what this means to type and plates. Here, we will 
say, is a form of uneven type. A single type stands higher 
than the rest, and so invites the entire 45 tons pressure, since 
nothing else can be reached until this type is broken down or 
longitudinally compressed. F o r t y - f i v e  tons upon a single 
type! Now consider what would happen by the new process. 
The fabric which you will see to-night has a resistance of I I2 
pounds to the square inch. Suppose the high type to be a 
large one of ~ - i nch  printing surface. In the former case 45 
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tons are brought upon it, if not previously crushed; in the latter 
case only the strength of those wires opposite to it, and, as it 
is ~ inch square, and the fabric has a resistance of I~2 pounds 
per square inch, it would have to stand less than 2 pounds 
pressure instead of 45 tons. The ratio of strain is that of less 
than 32 ounces to 45 tons! Is it any wonder that type seem 
nominally indestructible by the new process, when you con- 
sider that they can never be pressed anywhere near the point 
at which the molecules of their metal flow. 

A_ test made to illustrate the relative wear of plates by the 
old and new process showed the following results: Fifteen 
sets of plates were broken down in printing an edition by the 
old process, while a larger edition was done by the new pro- 
cess upon a single set of plates, the work being of very much 
higher grade, and the plates were reported in good condition 
at the end of the run. 

This increased wear will readily be seen in the case of half- 
tone plates by brief reference to figures. A plate made from a 
screen having I5o lines to the inch gives 22,500 dots to each 
square inch of the plate. Now since the new fabric has, 
roughly speaking. 800 wires to the inch, it will be seen that 
before the plate can be injured each wire must press 28 dots 
to such an extent that their metal will flow, and as 800 wires 
exert but i t 2  pounds, the naaximum pressure that any dot 
can have is I I2 divided by 800 divided by 28, or about five 
thousandths of a pound, which, I think, you will admit reduces 
the fear of injury to an absurdity; while by the old process a 
single (tot, if it happened to be much higher than its fellows, 
might get the whole effective pressure of the press. 

What  I have said about pressure has its correlative, of 
course, in power with the additional fact that, since each little 
wire is a spring, just so much power as a job-press consumes 
when its jaws bite the fabric in coming together is given back 
to the press when the jaws separate, barring infinitesimal 
losses by heat and friction, which need not be considered prac- 
tically. The power, therefore, necessary to run a job-press is 
only such as would be required to do the inking, since that 
requires more power than the impression would consume. 
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It will readily be seen that this wire fabric may be made 
of any desired resistance, closeness of setting, size or bend of 
wire. That  now in use is the result of months of experimenta- 
tion and is intended to have pressure enough to do the work, 
and yet ~ot enough to even approach the danger point of type 
or plate resistance. There are but two things to be done in 
printing a plate after it is upon the press. (~) Put  the ink on 
properly. With  this the new process has nothing to do. (2) 
Take this ink off measurably clean by pressing a paper against 
the inked surface. This the fabric in question is designed to 
do. I am aware that printers often claim that they have to 
resort to a great variety of pressure to "bring out" a cut prop- 
erly, and I cannot take time at present to advert to this any 
further than to say that if the cut is well made this position is 
utterly untenable in the way in which it is usually stated. 
Pressure should be sensibly constant per unit of area. Barring 
air resistance, it takes no more pressure to print period-area, 
when it stands in the middle of a solid and as a part thereof, 
than it does when it stands alone and unsupported. Solids 
require more pressure simply because there are more units of 
area. 

It may not be amiss to give a moment  to statistics upon 
make-ready. In a paper read by W. B. Conkey, before the 
United Typothetae of America, on September 9, I896 (see 
American Bool~maker for October, I896), the records of two 
press-rooms are given, the first containing four job presses and 
nine cylinders, and the second containing twenty-two cylin- 
ders. In the first case the make-ready occupied more than 
6o per cent. of the total working during 3oo working days. 
In the second, the make-ready occupied more than 57 per cent. 
of the total working time during a record of Io 3 working days. 
If the make-ready for conservative figures be Imt at 25 to 35 
per cent. of the total working time, its aggregate cost will 
amount to a sum of very round proportions. With  the cost of 
printing in the Uni:ed States at $275,ooo,ooo per annum, a 
process of abolishing make-ready and thereby saving more 
than one-fourth of the total cost of press work, should result 
in a very material advantage to the public. Add to this the 
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ease with which the fabric may be adapted to all presses, its 
nominal indestructibility, and the fact that it renders presses 
all but totally immune from accident, since loose type, or 
wadded paper, or similar obstructions will not, where they may 
be used, cause damage to the press, and its varied qualifica- 
tions may be appreciated. 

The ordinary layman has little conception of the great 
accuracy of adjustment necessary in the proper making ready 
of a form. Differences of a hundreth of an inch are overcome 
with comparative ease, it being the last ten thousandth of an 
inch that makes the trouble. The paper and the plate must be 
made to fit, not merely from the standpoint of the blacksmith, 
but rather that of an optician. As well might the paper be a 
thousand miles away from the ink as a thousandth of an inch--  
it either touches or it doesn't. The task of making this perfect 
fit of the paper to the uneven plate surface, of superimposing 
carefully-cut tissue paper, and even skiving its edges, is one that 
represents great labor, the highest skill, and is even then so 
uncertain a factor that the printer, unable to correctly estimate 
in advance, loses often all the profits calculated upon in figur- 
ing a job in this one under-estimated item of make-ready. 

[At the close of his paper, the speaker made a practical 
demonstrat ion of his process, which elicited considerable dis- 
cussion. The meeting passed a vote of thanks to Mr. Severy 
for his interesting paper, and the subject was, by vote, referred 
to the Committee on Science and the Arts for investigation, 
and report thereon.] 


